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The Isle of Man’s gambling regulator expects to see increased demand for licences to operate both virtual goods and crypto-currency
based gambling after it issued its first licence under its new licensing rules to esports-only operator ESP.bet.

The company behind ESP.bet, eSportsPools, announced it had been granted a licence to offer betting on virtual goods, or so-called
skins betting, on August 11.

The Gambling Supervision Commission (GSC) on the island issued the new rules on virtual goods and crypto-currencies in February
this year.

Skins betting sees players wager cosmetic items doled out by a variety of video games, which gain real-money value by virtue of their
exchange on digital marketplaces.

Demand for rare items can push prices into the hundreds of thousands of dollars, but more common items are worth just a few cents.

Ty Smith, director of licensing and compliance at the GSC, said it had seen increased demand for licences for virtual goods and
currencies ever since it first consulted on the potential for licensing back in 2016.

“I think it is reasonable to expect that as virtual currencies become more commonplace in society there will logically be an increased
demand for GSC licence holders to provide facilities which allow their customers to fully utilise the capabilities of these currencies,”
he told GamblingCompliance.

ESP.bet is the first operator to have plans for offering virtual goods betting as part of its business plan put forward in the licensing
process.

Scott Burton, chief executive at eSportsPools, said the company had been able to convince the GSC that licensed virtual goods
betting would give added protection to previously “grey market” activity, where unregulated operators are providing little or no
protection to the consumer.

“Once the regulators understood what could constitute a virtual good, how they are owned and how we would value them, the
questions were very much the same as [for] a regular licence,” he said.

“We needed to satisfy them that we had the age, location and identity verification controls in place and that we can manage the flow
of goods in and out. We have the same KYC measures in place as any traditional gambling site so we very much see virtual goods the
same way as cash.”

Smith said that virtual goods betting had thrown up some “unique challenges” with regard to the ownership of the goods wagered.
He noted that any company that received a licence for using virtual currencies would have satisfied all the GCS’ requirements with
regard to player safety, keeping gambling crime-free and ensuring fair and proper provision of services.

Under the terms of the new licence, ESP.bet will also be able to offer crypto-currency transactions. Smith said the GSC spent
“significant resource” ensuring it is both aware of and understands emerging technologies.

He added that the GSC’s main concern with developments such as the recent Bitcoin fork was that consumers on its licensed sites are
“as insulated as possible” from external events.

“Controls such as only permitting players to deposit, play and withdraw in virtual currency, assist in this regard,” he said.

“Conversely the GSC does not permit models where the player can deposit in any fiat or convertible virtual currency such as Bitcoin or
Ether with the operator and choose a different currency, whether fiat or convertible virtual currency, as a means of withdrawal.”
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David Clifton, director at legal consultancy Clifton Davies, said the GSC had made a “leap forward” in regulating virtual goods
compared with other jurisdictions, such as the UK Gambling Commission, which are still setting out position papers.

“The major hurdle to overcome has been that related to AML and CTF (counter-terrorism financing) controls, but the GSC has made
life easier for operators by coming up with its own AML/CTF guidance for virtual currencies,” he said.

Still, Smith distanced the GSC from playing the role of default regulator for any virtual currency or blockchain system itself.

“The GSC considers it to be the operator’s responsibility to guard against failures relating to the safeguarding of deposits by having in
place credible measures to mitigate risks,” he said.

He added that it was up to players to understand the risk associated with the use of convertible virtual currency or virtual goods, but
he stressed that this does not negate the operator’s responsibility to have appropriate measures in place.

“In a situation such as a ledger collapse or [video] game withdrawal the GSC would not consider the operator itself responsible for a
failure of this type, unless it was directly precipitated by the operator,” he said.

Clifton said we would have to wait and see whether the controls being set in place by the GSC would hold up under the stresses of
actual operation.

“Time will tell whether both the GSC and, more importantly, those it licenses in a similar manner to ESP.bet have sufficiently robust
controls in place to avoid the sort of AML/CTF failings that have landed so many operators licensed by the UK Gambling Commission
in hot water in recent years,” he said.
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